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Adventuring in
Amakusa
by Melissa Wright
As I’m sure many of you
already know, Kumamoto
is full of beautiful natural
places. One such area is the
islands of Amakusa. Traversing
them can be a little difficult,
as there’s limited to no public
transport, but if you have a car
or know someone who does,
then there’s a lot you can see
and do. One such place that
I’d like to highlight is “Midori
no Mura”. Similar to a KOA in
the US, Midori no Mura is a
campground with a variety of
facilities. I spent a couple of
days there with some friends
and greatly enjoyed all that it
had to offer. Perched up in the
mountains and a ways away
from any major town, it was a
relaxing change of pace from
the hustle and bustle of my
own city. We opted to stay
in one of the four cabins that
are there. Each is designed to
house up to 6 people and has
a sleeping loft with futons, a
kitchen, a bathroom/shower, a
living room with a couch and
TV, and a small deck. For the
summer/winter there’s also an
air-con. For those looking to
go a bit more rustic, they have

Adventuring in Amakusa 1, photo by Ewan McDonald
a bungalow area, each designed to
section of beach is all wave
house up to 4 people and consisting
worn solid stone, but with a
of bunk beds and a kitchenette.
little climbing over and around
Those looking for a true camping
it the next section of beach
experience can rent one of a number
is sandy with calmer waters.
of plots and pitch their own tent.
It’s advertised as a swimming/
From the main office you can rent
snorkeling beach, but there are
things like grills and cooking utensils
no nets or lifeguards, so you do
as well as pre-order meals. Within
so at your own risk. There are
the complex, there’s also a tennis
plenty of shells and tide pools
court, playground, hiking path,
to explore and it seems like a
pavilion, and small farm area with
good place to just chill in the
goats and chickens. In the daytime
sand and listen to the waves
there are many stunning views of the
and birds. There’s nothing
sea below and at night, if the sky is
commercial immediately around
clear, there’s minimal light pollution
it, but between it and Midorimaking it a good spot for stargazing.
Mura is the town of Ushibuka
As there’s nothing commercial in the
which has a grocery store and
immediate area, make sure to bring
some restaurants. Depending on
your own food for meals or plan on
the time of year, you can also
driving 20-30min for a supermarket
see the Ushibuka-Haiya Festival,
or restaurant.
which is famous for its dancing.
Not exactly close, but within a
Thus, if you haven’t already, I
reasonable driving distance, there
highly recommend checking out
are a handful of beaches. We opted
Amakusa and experiencing first
to check out Mogushi Beach, which
hand its natural beauty.
also happens to be a
historic landmark,
Midori no Mura’s website:
having been the
http://www.midorinomura.com/
location of the duel
index.html
between Miyamoto
Mogushi Beach: 茂串海水浴
Musashi and Sasaki
場 〒863-1901 熊本県天草市
Kojiro, featured in
the NHK Drama
牛深町
“Musashi”. The first
Adventuring in Amakusa 2, photo by Ewan McDonald
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My Favorite Place:
Yushima 湯島
by Catherine Burke
Catherine Burke
Of all the places I have visited in my
three years on JET, there is one that stands
out. Yushima is the name of a small island
that sits in the Ariake sea about halfway
between Nagasaki and Kamiamakusa City.
On clear days you can see a beautiful view
of Mt. Unzen from the northwest side of
the island. On that side of the island there
is a small combined elementary and middle
school building. Currently there are only eight
students, and 11 teachers and staff who
serve them and their families. The people
who live there generally make their living
from tourism, farming, and collecting various
marine products. A long time ago the island
was used as a meeting place for the leaders
of the Shimabara Rebellion, and consequently
Yushima is also called 談合島（だんごうじま or
“meeting island”）Yushima’s history however,
is not the main reason tourists come to visit.
Day Trip Destination!
Have you ever been to a cat island?
Were you aware that there is a cat island
in our lovely Kumamoto? Well, if you like
cats, come to Yushima! Yushima is home
to as many cats as human residents. Most
of the cats are super friendly and used to
people. I have taken small groups of friends
to Yushima about four times now. Each time I
have learned something new about the island
or seen something I have never seen before.

The view of Spa Thalasso and Sun Pearl while leaving
Ebito port, Catherine Burke

Getting There
To get to Yushima you have to take a ferry from
Ebito Port 江樋戸港 (えびとみなと). There is parking
available at the port. See Ebito Port on Google Maps
here: https://goo.gl/maps/tdqVYGMXGNTSuEGTA
You can find the ferry parked on the leftmost side of
the port. The ride takes about 30 minutes and costs
1200yen round trip. You pay in the ferry. There is
no need (or way) to buy tickets beforehand. You
just hop on the boat, find a
seat and a man comes around
to collect the money shortly
after the ferry departs. The
easiest thing to do is pay
600yen each way.
* The ferry stops running
sometimes if the weather is really
bad and the sea isn’t safe.

The ferry schedule is the
same every day of the week. It
departs Ebito (Kamiamakusa) at 8:15, 10:00, 1:15pm,
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Catherine Burke
and 3:00pm (not recommended). And it
leaves Yushima at 9:00, 12:00, 2:00pm, and
4:00pm. So, if you make an early morning
trip and get on the 8:15 boat you will have
about 3 hours and 15 minutes to see the
sights and return to the boat before it
departs at 12 noon. Three of the times I
went, we caught the boat at 10, walked
around for a little more than an hour and
then came back to have lunch at one of the
cafes in Kamiamakusa. On sunny days, the
water and the island are absolutely beautiful.
The last time I went, the hour and a half flew
by and we ended up wishing we had more
time to explore.
If you keep an eye on your time and set a
fair pace you can easily walk the perimeter
of the island in an hour. However, there
are loads of things to see, so if you would
like to stop and look around at a leisurely
pace, you should plan on a longer trip. In
addition to several cat houses scattered
around the front of the island, Yushima has
a lighthouse, shrine, hill-top viewing area,
a few hotels and restaurants (reservation
only), and the school. You may even catch
the sea turtles hatching, but I’m not sure
when that happens. If you would like to
purchase souvenirs, grab a drink and chat
with an English-speaking Cat Care Specialist,
I recommend a visit to the Nekorobi Cafe.
(See the Facebook and twitter pages for

pictures! Links at the end of the section!). The lovely
Nekorobi Cafe is open on most weekends and holidays
from 12:00-4:00 and all proceeds from postcard sales
go to medical care for the cats!
Food!
On Yushima
The sea surrounding Yushima is full of delicious
fish, sea urchin, hijiki seaweed and wakame among
other things. One of
Yushima’s claims to
fame is its enormous
daikon, called “Yushima
daikon.” In winter, these
delicious radishes are
available at Sun Pearl
(サンパール), but they
disappear from the
shelves so quickly they
can be hard to find.
Reservations are
necessary for all the
restaurants on the

Catherine Burke
island and some Japanese ability is required to make
a reservation. I have only eaten on the island once,
at Otohime-ya (乙姫屋). They prepared a variety of
Yushima specialties including sashimi (picture to the
left), shabu shabu, and cat-paw-shaped Yushima daikon
steak for us, it was all pretty darn good!
On the way to the school, there is the cute little
Bonyari Café that I have wanted to try, but thanks to
8

Catherine Burke
corona it has been temporarily closed for a while
now.
Two others are Nouka Restaurant Hamayu (農
家レストランはまゆう) and Haedomari (南風泊). I am
not familiar with
these restaurants,
but they also
offer Yushima
specialties and
freshly caught
seafood.
You can find the
phone numbers
and get a sense of
Catherine Burke
the food options if
you look at the restaurants on Google Maps.
Off-island Recommendations
Café Free: You can get to Café Free by
driving up a steep hill following some little signs
pointing to the place. It has a great view of the
Ariake Sea. It is open from 11-5 and has lunch and
coffee. A reservation is generally unnecessary for
two or three people. I have had their beef stew and
taco rice which are really yummy!

Catherine Burke

Macorochaya:
This is another café;
however, they don’t
offer sit-down food.
Macorochaya is perfect
if you want to grab
café drinks and donuts
for the road. The Chai

Lattes are a favorite among Kamiamakusa
ALTs!
https://www.macocorochaya.life/
Oyatsuya Kanon: This is a dessert shop near
the Cosmos in Oyano. It is owned and run
by a family from Yushima. Kamiamakusa ALT,
Amy Shiroma, enjoys their snow-style shaved
ice and their gateau chocolate. They also sell
small goods made in Yushima including Nekorobi
Cafe postcards! https://www.instagram.com/
oyatsuyakanon/?igshid=a6dlk64fo14z
The Oyano area of
Kamiamakusa also contains
a bunch of other delicious
restaurants nearby including
my personal favorite, a
homey Taiwanese place.
So, you will have loads of
options available to you
before or after your outing at Yushima on or near
the main road through town.

Café Tres: Also open from 11-5 AND a new
favorite AND one of the few places in Kamiamakusa
offering pizza! If you don’t turn into Café Free
but continue up the hill through the gate you
will arrive at Tres. A reservation isn’t required but
is recommended. They have a consistent menu
of pizzas, drinks and desserts, but also seasonal
specialty drinks and desserts-of-the-day. I love the
Jerk Chicken and Kapurichouza (カプリチョーザ)
pizzas. https://tres03.com/

The view of Yushima from Café Tres!
Catherine Burke
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For more information and pictures of Yushima,
check out these links!
https://www.instagram.com/kumanichi_
nekoshima/?hl=en For beautiful cat photos!
https://www.facebook.com/nekorobicafe/
or https://twitter.com/nekorobicafe?lang=en For
information about and pictures of Nekorobi Café If you reach out to the owner of these pages, she
was previously an English teacher and is bilingual!
https://www.photomoriken-cat.net/post/howto-get-to-cat-island-yushima-island-in-kumamoto
English (Non-native) Information about Yushima This page contains recommendations for how to
travel to Yushima from Kumamoto City by train and
bus. There are lots of helpful pictures with English
labels!
My
Experience
Teaching on a Cat Island
I was pretty excited
about my placement
when I heard from my
predecessor that I was
going to be teaching on a
cat island. I freaking love
cats! (Which is why I made
the questionable, but
Catherine Burke
un-regrettable, decision
to adopt a rescue-kitten in 2020.) And I knew that
whatever kind of place Kamiamakusa was, this island
of cuteness was going to be a good fit for me.
Shortly after getting settled in my new house, my
supervisor started taking us to meet our schools. I
was going to visit a cat island! While different from
my imagination, Yushima did not disappoint. I don’t
remember much from that first visit. I was surprised
by how few students attended the schools. The
teachers there seemed nice and laid-back. The cats
were a bit dirtier and
rougher-looking than
I had expected, but
they were super cute,
and friendly enough
for me to pet. You can
see by my face in the

picture, I was in heaven. I was SO ready
to get my cat-fix once a week as a part of
my job.
I started out team-teaching the fifthsixth grade combined class and the one
Junior High student. It was immediately
apparent that these classes were going to
be different from my other schools. There
weren’t enough students for the games I
was using with my bigger schools. Luckily,
I had a lot more face-to-face time with
my team teachers and we were generally
able to find ways to make classes fun and
communicative despite having a super
limited number of conversation partners. In
class, I was happily asked lots of questions
about my home life and being a foreigner
in Japan. When the students were curious
about something but we ran out of time to
discuss it, the teachers asked me to prepare
a little presentation for the next class. My
curiosity was appreciated, too. Everyone
was so eager to teach me about the
Yushima and Amakusa area. I have heard
a lot of introductions about Yushima, but
it doesn’t get old. It’s so interesting to see
what the students know and don’t know
about the wider Amakusa area and what
they feel I should know about their home.
I love learning about life on Yushima and
there are plenty of chances to do so outside
the classroom, too!
It seems like there is always some event
going on, and a free ALT is welcome to join
in. This year I was able to take part in the
daikon preserving process which takes place
near the end of the daikon harvest season.
In the afternoon, preparations began. The
middle schoolers and elementary schoolers
came together and made two teams.
Teachers had expertly tied up a grid of

Catherine Burke
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colorful plastic string between the school and the gym
and began slicing the enormous daikon. When the
community volunteers arrived, everyone got busy! As
many people as possible crowded around the counters
of a Home Economics room and formed a magnificent
assembly line that took thick slices of daikon, halved or
thirded them, and then a final slice for hanging. Others
were taking all the long, thin pieces and hanging them
on the red grid outside. The student teams took turns
cutting in the kitchen and hanging daikon. The sempais
helped the first graders as they hesitantly tried using
the big knives to make the daikon hangable. If the little
guys, or anyone, cut a piece too thinly, they threw it
into a big bowl. The mistakes and misshapen daikon
weren’t going to be wasted, though, just laid flat on
horizontal nets rather than being hung to dry. Before
I knew it, the work was done, and the daikon was
ready to dry like
that for a few days.
We took a group
photo and said
goodbye to the
volunteers. When
I asked what all of
this was for, the
teachers told me
that the students
were going to
give the preserved
Catherine Burke
daikon to the older residents who live alone. Once
the daikon was dry, they added flavor味付け(あじづ
け), a process that takes another few days. When I
came back a week later the daikon was bagged and
ready to be delivered. Pairs of students had been
given maps and lists of people to visit. In the lunch
break they planned their route and got it approved
by the teacher who would accompany them. I saw
everyone gather outside and went to see them off.
One of the teachers ran back inside to grab a bag of
daikon preserves for me. I thanked them profusely,
waved, and the happy kiddos walked purposefully
away.

Thanks to the schools’ willingness to involve
ALTs, in addition to the daikon drying, I have
participated in ceremonies, mochi-making, the local
festival at the shrine, a fishing taikai, sports days,
ensoku, happyoukai, yaki imo day and more! Last
year, I mentioned the calligraphy class I was doing,
and a few weeks later the
Junior High School teachers
had me and the students
doing calligraphy New Year’s
Resolutions together. The
girls are really good at English,
so when we finished the
calligraphy part, we wrote
English explanations of our
resolutions to be displayed
Yaki imo day and fishing taikai, the
principal caught a squid! Catherine Burke
underneath the kanji. I am so grateful to the
teachers for going out of their way to involve me
in activities outside of English class.
Over three years as a part-time Yushima
community member, my initial cat-crazy fascination
with Yushima developed into a deep appreciation
for the island and its people. While being on the
JET Program, making connections with colleagues
can be a struggle. This has never been much of a
struggle on Yushima. Even as the school staff has
changed over the past three years, the general
positive vibe and relaxed energy of the school has
not.
Let’s just appreciate for a moment the situation
of the teachers assigned to Yushima. When fulltime teachers get placed here, they have to move
into Board of Education housing on the little
island. Furthermore, they have to conform to the
limitations provided by the ferry schedule and the
sea state that governs it. There are no grocery stores
on Yushima, nor clinics or hospitals, or even a school
nurse. Teachers must adapt to a new way of living
while they are temporary residents of Yushima. I
think the school vibe is so great because, despite
the challenges, they usually adapt really well. They
spend most of their time with each other and their
small one-three student classes and have every
11
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opportunity to develop close relationships to the
students and their families. Thanks to the small class
sizes, teachers have a lot of freedom to experiment
with their teaching style, too. They have the class
time to focus on meeting each student’s individual
learning needs. Which means that we dance and sing
songs that the kids like; we have spontaneous side
conversations about culture, food, music, movies
etc.; and teachers are always happy to oblige when
I ask to plan holiday games and activities. The school
always feels like a big, happy, welcoming family! A
big family that includes three cats, two of which are
depicted below.

These are pictures from my most recent weekend
trip to Yushima.
The spring flowers were on point! Some children
brought toys with them and were playing with
t h e k i t te n s
and teenage
cats around
the trees and
flowers. When
w e w a l ke d
further down
a big, fat, black
Catherine Burke
and white cat ran toward us and then plopped down
to lounge in a colorful
garden.

School cats: Munage sunbathing after begging for food.
Pan chan waiting for a belly rub! Catherine Burke

Overall, working on Yushima has been a highlight
of my JET experience. The teachers and students at
Yushima have helped me learn so much about the
area in which I have lived for the past three years.
Trying to observe and understand the way of life
on Yushima has helped me gain perspective about
my life in Japan. I am going to miss the island and
its people a lot, but I’m excited to bring friends and
family to Yushima whenever I get the opportunity
to come back to Japan. I hope that they will enjoy
Yushima, too. These are pictures from my most recent
weekend trip to Yushima.
The spring flowers were on point! Some children
brought toys with them and were playing with the
kittens and teenage cats around the trees and
flowers. When we walked further down a big, fat,
black and white cat ran toward us and then plopped
down to lounge in a colorful garden.

There was koi
nobori waving in
the breeze. Does
anyone know what
the banners are? I
have seen them in
other places around
Amakusa,
too.
Are they all over
Kumamoto?
Catherine Burke
Here is wakame seaweed that was drying by the
port. Once, on the way to school I caught sight of a
small motorboat full of a mountain of wakame! I had
no idea they
collected so
much in one
go!

Catherine Burke
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A story
by zaynab Nakhid

A Story
by Zaynab Nakhid
If I can go back about 5 years to that person
standing in her Grade 2 classroom, watching her
students shout “Jishin Desu, Jishin Desu” while
chasing each other in and out of the doors, I’d
tell her, “get out now, pack everything and leave,
you have no idea what is coming!”
You see the night before there had been an
earthquake which we felt in Aso City. It was
strong enough that we noticed it, but nothing
happened and we all shut off the warning alarms
and went back to bed. The next day, the news
relayed the story of what happened to Mashiki
and Kumamoto city but we thought that that was
the end of it. A few earthquake drills later, our
minds were already focused on the upcoming
week. We didn’t know…we didn’t even know…
Because that same
Friday night, businesses
were open as usual. People
went out drinking after
work and Izakayas were
filled with salarymen. No
one could predict that just
after midnight, they would
be rocked out of their beds
because of a 7.0 magnitude
earthquake that was so
powerful it destroyed Aso
shrine.
It was the second of what
would be many earthquakes
in the upcoming weeks. I
myself was shaken awake
wondering if someone had
crashed into the house. I
was not from a country
with earthquakes and so

Zaynab Nakhid
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even though I’d felt the tremor the night
before, it was not the first thing that came
to my mind. This earthquake was also way
more powerful and shook for a long time.
Eventually it stopped a minute later only to
start again. I can’t remember if the Earth
ever stopped shaking that night, just that
every house had their lights on and alarms
were going off. Everyone had to gather at
the emergency locations not knowing that
we would be there for the next 2 weeks.
Looking back there were many things we
didn’t know, like how much our lives would
change and continue to be changed for
years to come because of that night.

Zaynab Nakhid

Many first year ALTs from
my year left after this
experience. And even more
said that they had PTSD.
Many first year ALTs
from my year left after
this experience. And
even more said that
they had PTSD. I think
everyone was affected by the event in some way
even if it took a while to manifest itself. While
JET did offer avenues for counselling, as first year
JETs we didn’t really understand how to utilise the
resources given to us and so we relied heavily on
each other. The friendships made in that time were
certainly strong.
Can I tell the truth and say that there was
nothing uplifting about those 2 weeks. I can’t even
write something inspirational like we “felt hope”
that things would turn around. Or maybe I can’t
seem to forget the days spent sleeping in my car
as report after report came about how route 57
had collapsed and we were trapped in the crater in
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the kindness of people really came through, like my Sensei
who always saved the strawberries from her ration pack
for me.

Aso. There were sink holes in the road so all
of us ALTs were gathered in one location. The
grocery stores were closed, water was shut
off and there was no electricity. Aso being a
volcanic city had started to emit fumes from
the rivers and sidewalks, and this was all at
the end of winter so we were freezing.
But the kindness of people really came
through, like my Sensei who always saved
the strawberries from her ration pack for
me. Or the Special Defense force soldiers
who went around making sure that everyone
was okay. Or my neighbours who had an
earthquake ready supply of water and shared
it with me. Or the other ALT in my town,
Denise Wiley, the most amazing person ever,
who made this entire traumatic experience
a little easier. Some friendships are born out
of shared hardships and this is one of them.
In fact, all of those people were amazing.

were given to eat in the beginning) and I guess
now I’ve got a really cool story to tell? And I
have learnt to be much more “disaster ready”.
All in all, I hope that I never have to experience
something like that again. To be honest, I never
thought that I would have in the first place. So
guys, here’s a guide to be prepared in case of an
earthquake. This is my own list, it isn’t official,
and you literally don’t have to do any of these
things. Please do some extra research because

On the plus side of things, I really love
onigiri now (since it was the only thing we

Zaynab Nakhid

Zaynab Nakhid
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and be prepared.
Firstly, you should have an emergency bag in
your car. I had a duffel bag with:
1 pair of pyjamas
1 pack of socks
1 pack of underwear
1 change of clothes for summer
1 change of clothes for winter
1 Jacket
An emergency kit
Toiletries bag (toothbrush, deodorant, lotion,
pads etc.)
2 bottles of water
2 cans of non-perishable food
1 box of snacks I got off the shelf in Direx
that would’ve expired in a year.
1 pair of slippers and 1 pair of sneakers.
I made sure to check these items regularly
and take out any expired stuff and replace
them because I legit didn’t know when another
earthquake would hit. If you don’t have a car
leave it in a place where you can grab it easily.

of mine. So if you think it’s for you I suggest always
keeping it on you.
And to my fellow survivors of the 2016
Kumamoto Earthquake. It’s been 5 years since that
disaster. I know some of us may want to forget that
time. I know some of us still jump when there’s a
slight tremor. I know some of us ran as far away
as we could from such a disastrous first year (or
other years). But let us not forget the people who
came together to help us during that time. The
people who worked overtime, the kind villagers
who showed us what to do, other ALTs who reached
out and offered us assistance, or our wonderful
PAs who were doing whatever they could to help
despite being affected themselves. And let us also
not forget the lives lost during that time. Let’s be
happy that we are alive.
We’ll never forget. がんばれ熊本。

In that bag I also had a folder with photocopies
of my important documents, in case my apartment
had fallen to the ground and I needed a way to
identify myself to the British High Commission.
My suggestion is to keep a similar folder in
your house, in an easy-to-grab place with some
cash, just in case. And always keep your wallet
or purse with your credit card in a part of your
house that you can grab it easily on your way out.
Lastly, (and 99% of ALTs won’t agree with
me), but being a foreigner in a place prone to
earthquakes, I always had my passport on me.
I could have legit been trapped outside of Aso
that night, and depending on the damage I’d have
needed to fly home. Not having my passport in
a country that wasn’t my own was always a fear

Zaynab Nakhid
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Photography
by Daniel McCoy
Nakaoyama Park,
Minamata

Ichifusa Dam, Mizukami
Village
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Nakaoyama Park,
Minamata

Nakaoyama Park,
Minamata

Nakaoyama Park,
Minamata

Sunset at 777 steps, overlooking
Yatsushiro City
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Macrocosmic onus
As was taught by Newton’s third,
A downwards drift for every bird
in flight and every darkened night,
Has equal morn, and equal light.
Though some may leave, and some may stay,
And some may drift into the day,
A fate anew befalls to those
whose minds stay open when doors shut close.
(as doors will open, when others would close.)
生治
生治 is the poet handle of Lewis Marks

Spring blossoms, Aso
Jonathan Kling
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Photography
by Jonathan Kling

Green frog, Aso

Flowers in a rock, Minamioguni

Spring greenery, Aso

Dandelion, Aso
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Typography Kumamon

Design by Quinlan Fletcher
(Instagram: quinlan_fl)
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Illustration by
Mary Painter

デパート 2 0 2 1
Digital canvas
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The Return of the 熊本かんつ

F

or too long, the plight
of corona has kept
the mighty athletic
prowess of the 熊本かんつ caged
like the captive tiger. But on 28th
March, at long last, we were given
the opportunity to stretch our
atrophied legs and stamp our mark
on the annual flag football Saikai
Cup at Sonogi Park, Nagasaki.
We awoke early on battle day
in pensive mood. With the recent
tragic departure of our beloved
leader Greg Lambert (to Auckland,
not the grave), and the bulk of the
players due to make their hand-egg
debuts, a baptism of fire was on the
horizon for this motley crew – and
you could have sliced the tension
with a spoon.
As we departed, torrential rain
and death-eater skies added to our
foreboding. An air of impending
doom polluted the kei car that
carried us through the downpour,
but after a few singalong numbers
from Taylor Swift, peppered with
some tactical platitudes from the
more seasoned players, our damp
spirits transformed into steely
determination and unearned
confidence.

Harry Barter
Despite the precipitation, Sonogi
Park was a sight to behold upon our
arrival. Sandwiched between the
gentle lappings of Omura Bay and
the magnificent Nagasaki mountains,
the battlefield was not short on visual
distractions. After pausing briefly to
bask in its natural splendour, it was
down to business. For today was no
day for romanticism. We had come
for high-octane conflict and bloody
glory.
Unfortunately, this being Japan,
any meeting of more than 3 people
requires a lengthy and convoluted
bureaucratic process of introductions,
meetings, speeches, documentation
validation, haiku recitations, rectal
examinations, and six-thousand
rounds of janken. So, once we’d
worn several pencils to the nub and
completed a mortgage application’sworth of paperwork, we were granted
access to the tournament.
With us being such rank amateurs,
the reader would assume that a
lengthy and well-organised warm-up
would be in order, to ensure we
entered the competition with
the suitable physical and mental
robustness required to emerge
successful. So, naturally, after a
pedestrian stint standing in a circle

throwing the ball 2-yards to each
other, we dove head-first into our
opening match – knowing as much
about the rules and tactics of this
foreign pastime as we do about the
flora and fauna of Papua New Guinea.
Despite our arrogance and
ignorance, we came out of the blocks
galvanised like a pack of Papua New
Guinean wild dogs (Canis dingo
hallstromi), making strong yardage
on offence and applying pant-shitting
pressure on defence. Alas, as time
passed, our opponents settled and
our inexperience began to show. Our
frantic, headless-chicken mentality
was intimidating, yet unsustainable.
Evidently, we would need more than
energy to cross the white-wash –
perhaps an extra 5 minutes of tactical
research in the car, between Blank
Space and Shake it Off. We were
killed off by a number of unanswered
touchdowns in quick succession,
that had nothing to do with our
opponent’s skill or athleticism, and
everything to do with us not knowing
our arses from our elbows. But, as
our familiarity with the ways of the
hand-egg grew, so did our confidence
and potential. We left the match with
one consolidatory touchdown and a
fire in our bellies for the next match.
We had blown off the cobwebs, now
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it was time to play.
What I mean by that, of course, is that it was
time to play after fulfilling our mandatory refereeing
obligation. It was bad enough our flagrant disregard
for the rules being responsible for our own downfall,
but now we faced the prospect of ruining another
outfit’s chance to win the coveted sack of cheap
omiyage – some of whom had brought their own
gloves! Thankfully, “fake it ‘til you make it” is the
かんつmotto, and we had a secret weapon up our
sleeves, in the form of a couple of referee jerseys
we found in our kit bag. So, armed to the teeth with
all manner of flags, bean bags, important-looking
scoresheets, and an electronic whistle that made
the screech of the Nazgul sound like the whistle
of the morning lark, we were out of the frying pan
and into the fire.
As expected, refereeing was infinitely more
difficult than playing, but wielding that whistle
gave me a power and level of pressure ordinarily
reserved exclusively for fighter pilots. But, with
great power comes great responsibility, and I was
adamant on ensuring that the team who actually
scored the most points was declared winner. We
paraded about, pointing, placing different coloured
handkerchiefs around, and yelling buzzwords like
“down” and “rush”. If something’s worth doing, it’s
worth doing with conviction, and our balls-to-thewall authoritativeness can’t have gone unnoticed,
since neither team filed a formal complaint – which
in the world of officiating means a job well done.
Drunk off cheap power and half-deaf from the
Whistlematic 5000™, our second game finally
arrived. It was against the Nagasaki locals, and as
our most evenly-matched opponents, we knew
we were in for a serious bout of horn-locking. A
change in tactics saw us quickly find our rhythm,
and soon we were scoring touchdowns for fun. The
lightning pace and cat-like agility of Keegan Nesbitt
and David Sullivan allowed us to make some serious
ground on running-plays. This set us up beautifully
to start pairing the sniper-like arm of birthday boy
quarterback Patrick Amano Dolan and the vertical

endowment and safe hands of myself and Ben
Wallace. Between the short and long game, the
terrier-like running lines of Chay Dubrovay and
Damon Christensen tied the Nagasaki defence
in all manner of pretzel-like knots - rendering
them helpless to the onslaught of our attack.
We marched down the paddock completing
increasingly extravagant offensive plays – as
if unopposed. “Christ!” I thought, as we put
another quintet of points of the board, “if we
put even the tiniest smattering of effort into
this venture, we’d be the best team in Kyushu!”
Unfortunately, I must have tempted fate
with my haughty and heretical internal outburst,
as our defence subsequently turned to Swiss
cheese, and allowed Nagasaki back in the game
cheaply. After valiantly clinging onto a narrow
lead throughout the entire battle, we came
unstuck in the final play of the game.
Our fairy-tale ending had been yanked from
underneath us like the magician’s tablecloth,
and we were left licking our wounds – utterly
deflated. We had played some liquid handegg, that wouldn’t have looked out of place in
the highly distinguished environment of the
Under 14s Canadian Division 6, but alas, our
campaign was over.
The loss cut deep, but we emerged from
the ashes smiling. In the space of a few hours
we had transformed from a pack of angsty
flag virgins into a professional outfit of stoic
flag athletes. A long soak in the onsen in view
of the serene Nagasaki bay allowed us time to
reflect, sooth our weary bones, and compare
genitalia. For now, we count down the days
until our next clashes in May and June.
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Jo Dennis, Yatsushiro

B

eing the first CIR in town has its benefits.
Some include getting city employee discounts on
tatami mats.
When I first walked into my apartment, the one
thing that struck me was how “not so Japanese”
it felt. There was no tatami in sight! My
admittedly strange dream of having tatami mats
in my house was dashed. Until I realized that
the city I work for is the number one producer
of tatami mats in Japan.

Laden with the burden of mold on my tatami
I immediately googled how to dispose of the
heinous microbes. The ever べんりな How-to
forums recommended I sprinkle baking soda
over it overnight then wipe it away. Not much
luck. I will be vacuuming up the powder for
months. Do not recommend.
The next option it provided was to put ethanol
on the mats. Which, lucky for me, ethanol was
being sold in the tons due to the continued
spread of Covid-19. You could purchase it for
exorbitant prices at general stores, or you could
head to the band-aid section of any pharmacy

A STORY OF LOVE AND LOSS: CLEANING TATAMI IN
RAINY SEASON
If like me, you dream of cooling down your
house with tatami mats, or were simply just
convinced of the benefits as you translated a
pamphlet made to promote tatami sales, you
can buy the mats individually and arrange them
as desired in your house. Tatami are measured
with the counter 畳 and are typically 182 cm by
91 cm. The tatami I purchased are半畳, which
allow for a lot more freedom of placement since
they’re square-shaped rather than the usual
rectangle.
But these tatami have suffered at the hands
of my hubris. I purchased them in winter and
gleefully embraced them throughout the season,
placing them at my usual TV-watching, videogame-playing set-up. Alas, this was right next
to my windows. By the time つゆ came to town
and stayed for a month, I had realized that
through the many times I opened my window to
air out the place and hang laundry, I welcomed
the enemy into my home. Moisture.
Moist. Moist. Moist. Moisture is the mortal foe
of tatami. Keep that stuff dry, for with moisture,
tatami turns into a mold paradise. Or at least
don’t be like me and place your tatami away
from windows.

and buy smaller bottles of it meant for treating
cuts. Luckily, somehow I had some at home
reserved for such an occasion. Here we go,
haphazardly drizzling the moldy corner of my
tatami. Some success here. Mildly effective.
And finally, the holy grail of tatami cleaning:
using ethanol and a toothbrush. Get ready to
feel like Cinderella, scrubbing your floors on
your hands and knees, for this is the real deal.
The amount of sore muscles you will have
tomorrow is proportional to how clean you
want your tatami to be. Experience the life of a
military grunt scrubbing bathroom tiles with a
toothbrush, because you want to see your face
in these rush grass mats. Sadly, the only マイ
ナス about cleaning tatami with ethanol is that
it slightly discolors the mats. So now I have a
delightfully more yellow looking side of the mat
than the other. Easily hidden by my low library
shelves.
Now you are armed with the information that I
unfortunately had to learn the hard way. I hope
my willingness to deal with tatami has given
you the opportunity to appreciate (or clean) the
tatami that you have.
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